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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.Nevertheless is the acclaimed first full-length poetry
collection from American poet, Wendy Videlock. These are highly
original poems written in Videlock s unique style and inimitable
voice. They cover the gamut from fun, quirky, witty, to wise, in
the backdrop of the slopes of the American West, through the
gradients of human experience. PRAISE FOR NEVERTHELESS:
Mother Goose jacked up on something barely legal? No, it s
Wendy Videlock, bewitching poet of the West, sister to those who
have failed to walk on water. There is a formal zing to these
poems of anarchy and grace. Videlock reminds us that serious
poetry can be fun to read. Somehow, too, she has smuggled in a
bag of wisdom. - David Mason Videlock is a magician of play
and pleasures, wisdom being not the least of these. - A.E.
Stallings (from the Foreword ) Don t ask directions of me, my
friend, concludes one of Wendy Videlock s poems. As a dweller of
the slopes, she knows that there are only two real directions--up
and down. In one lies the realm of myth--ancient, untouched,...
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Reviews
It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am
effortlessly will get a satisfaction of reading a published ebook.
-- Ms. La va da K r a jcik
Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from
my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ted Schumm
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